
In March 2020, whilst 

launching a new book, I 

took part in a BBC radio 

program along with 

Mervyn King, who had 

been governor of the 

Bank of England at the 

time of the financial crash 

of 2008. He, together 

with the economist John 

Kay, had also brought out 

a new book, Radical 

Uncertainty: decision-

making for an 

unknowable future. The 

coronavirus pandemic 

was just beginning to 

make itself felt in Britain, 

and it had the effect of 

making both of our books 

relevant in a way that 

neither of us could have 

predicted. Mine is about 

the precarious balance 

between the “I” and the 

“we”: individualism 

versus the common 

good. Theirs is about how 

to make decisions when 

you cannot tell what the 

future holds. The modern 

response to this latter 

question has been to 

hone and refine 

predictive techniques 

using mathematical 

modelling. The trouble is 

that mathematical 

models work in a 

relatively abstract, 

delimited, quantifiable 

world and cannot deal 

with the messy, 

unpredictable character 

of reality. They don’t and 

cannot consider what Donald 

Rumsfeld called the “unknown 

unknowns” and Nicholas Taleb 

termed “black swans” – things 

that no one expected but that 

change the environment. We 

live in a world of radical 

uncertainty. 

Accordingly, they propose a 

different approach. In any 

critical situation, ask: “What is 

happening?” They quote 

Richard Rumelt: “A great deal 

of strategy work is trying to 

figure out what is going on. 

Not just deciding what to do, 

but the more fundamental 

problem of comprehending the 

situation.” Narrative plays a 

major role in making good 

decisions in an uncertain world. 

We need to ask: of what story 

is this a part? Neither Rumelt 

nor King and Kay quote Amy 

Chua, but her book Political 

Tribes is a classic account of 

failing to understand the 

situation. Chapter by chapter 

she documents American 

foreign policy disasters from 

Vietnam to Iraq because policy

-makers did not comprehend 

tribal societies. You cannot use 

war to turn them into liberal 

democracies. Fail to 

understand this and you will 

waste many years, trillions of 

dollars, and tens of thousands 

of lives. 

It might seem odd to suggest 

that a book by two 

contemporary economists 

holds the clue to unravelling 

the mystery of the spies in our 

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks on Parshat Shelach 
parsha. But it does. We 

think we know the story. 

Moses sent twelve spies to 

spy out the land. Ten of 

them came back with a 

negative report. The land is 

good, but unconquerable. 

The people are strong, the 

cities impregnable, the 

inhabitants are giants and 

we are grasshoppers. Only 

two of the men, Joshua and 

Caleb, took a different view. 

We can win. The land is 

good. God is on our side. 

With His help, we cannot 

fail. On this reading, Joshua 

and Caleb had faith, 

courage and confidence, 

while the other ten did not. 

But this is hard to 

understand. The ten – not 

just Joshua and Caleb – 

knew that God was with 

them. He had crushed 

Egypt. The Israelites had 

just defeated the 

Amalekites. How could 

these ten – leaders, princes 

– not know that they could 

defeat the inhabitants of the 

land? 

What if the story were not 

this at all? What if it was 

not about faith, confidence, 

or courage. What if it was 

about “What is going on?” – 

understanding the situation 

and what happens when 

you don’t. The Torah tells 

us that this is the correct 

reading, and it signals it in a 

most striking way. Biblical 

Hebrew has two verbs that 

mean “to spy”: lachpor and 
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leragel (from which we get the word meraglim, “spies”). 

Neither of these words appear in our parsha. That is the 

point. Instead, no less than twelve times, we encounter the 

rare verb, la-tur. It was revived in modern Hebrew and 

means (and sounds like) “to tour.” Tayar is a tourist. There 

is all the difference in the world between a tourist and a 

spy. 

Malbim explains the difference simply. Latur means to seek 

out the good. That is what tourists do. They go to the 

beautiful, the majestic, the inspiring. They don’t spend their 

time trying to find out what is bad. Lachpor and leragel are 

the opposite. They are about searching out a place’s 

weaknesses and vulnerabilities. That is what spying is 

about. The exclusive use of the verb latur in our parsha – 

repeated twelve times – is there to tell us that the twelve 

men were not sent to spy. But only two of them understood 

this. Almost forty years later, when Moses retells the 

episode in Devarim 1:22-24, he does use the verbs lachpor 

and leragel. In Genesis 42, when the brothers come before 

Joseph in Egypt to buy food, he accuses them of being 

meraglim, “spies”, a word that appears seven times in that 

one chapter. He also defines what it is to be a spy: “You 

have come to see the nakedness of the land” (i.e. where it 

is undefended). 

The reason ten of the twelve men came back with a 

negative report is not because they lacked courage or 

confidence or faith. It was because they completely 

misunderstood their mission. They thought they had been 

sent to be spies. But the Torah never uses the word “spy” 

in our chapter. The ten simply did not understand what was 

going on. They believed it was their role to find out the 

“nakedness” of the land, where it was vulnerable, where its 

defenses could be overcome. They looked and could not 

find. The people were strong, and the cities impregnable. 

The bad news about the land was that there was not 

enough bad news to make it weak and thus conquerable. 

They thought their task was to be spies and they did their 

job. They were honest and open. They reported what they 

had seen. Based on the intelligence they had gathered, they 

advised the people not to attack – not now, and not from 

here. Their mistake was that they were not meant to be 

spies. They were told latur, not lachpor or leragel. Their job 

was to tour, explore, travel, see what the land was like and 

report back. They were to see what was good about the 

land, not what was bad. So, if they were not meant to be  

spies, what was the purpose of this mission? 

I suggest that the answer is to be found in a passage in the 

Talmud that states: it is forbidden for a man to marry a 

woman without seeing her first. The reason? Were he to 

marry without having seen her first, he might, when he 

does see her, find he is not attracted to her. Tensions will 

inevitably arise. Hence the idea: first see, then love. The 

same applies to a marriage between a people and its land. 

The Israelites were travelling to the country promised to  

their ancestors. But none of them had ever seen it. How 

then could they be expected to muster the energies                          

necessary to fight the battles involved in conquering the 

land? They were about to marry a land they had not seen. 

They had no idea what they were fighting for. The twelve 

were sent latur: to explore and report on the good things 

of the land so that the people would know it was worth 

fighting for. Their task was to tour and explore, not spy 

and decry. But only two of them, Joshua and Caleb,                     

listened carefully and understood what their mission was: 

to be the eyes of the congregation, letting them know the 

beauty and goodness of what lay ahead, the land that had 

been their destiny since the days of their ancestor                    

Abraham. 

The Israelites at that stage did not need spies. As Moses 

said many years later: “You did not trust in the Lord your 

God, who went ahead of you on your journey, in fire by 

night and in a cloud by day, to search out places for you to 

camp and to show you the way you should go” (Deut. 1:32

-33). God was going to show them where to go and where 

to attack. The people needed something else entirely.                

Moses had told them that the land was good. It was 

“flowing with milk and honey.” But Moses had never seen 

the land. Why should they believe him? They needed the 

independent testimony of eyewitnesses. That was the              

mission of the twelve. And in fact, all twelve fulfilled that 

mission. When they returned, the first thing they said was: 

“We went into the land to which you sent us, and it does 

flow with milk and honey! Here is its fruit” (Num. 13:27). 

But because ten of them thought their task was to be 

spies, they went on to say that the conquest was                                   

impossible, and from then on, tragedy was inevitable. The 

difference between the ten and Joshua and Caleb is not 

that the latter had the faith, courage and confidence the 

former did not. It is that they understood the story; the ten 

did not. 

I find it fascinating that a leading economist and a former 

Governor of the Bank of England should argue for the             

importance of narrative when it comes to decision-making 

under conditions of radical uncertainty. Yet that is the          

profound truth in our parsha. Ten of the twelve men 

thought they were part of a story of espionage. The result 

was that they looked for the wrong things, came to the 

wrong conclusion, demoralized the people, destroyed the 

hope of an entire generation, and will eternally be                            

remembered as responsible for one of the worst failures in 

Jewish history. Read Amy Chua’s Political Tribes,                           

mentioned earlier, and you will discover a very similar 

analysis of America’s devastating failures in Vietnam,                                                      

Afghanistan and Iraq. 
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CONGREGATIONAL & GRADUATION SPONSORS 

Iris & Amnon Ambalo in honor of their son Omri graduating from Fordham University School of Law and Yuval from 

Great Neck North HS. 

Sheila Bachman in honor of her twin grandsons, Toby (son of Debbie & Michael Bachman) from Scotch Palins                   

Fanwood HS and accepted to Indiana University School of Computer Science, Gabe Bachman (son of Debbie & Michael 

Bachman) from Academy for Allied health Services and acceptance to University of Michigan Biomedical Engineering 

program, and Alec (son of Carrie & Marc Bachman) from Monument Mountain HS in Great Barrington, Mass. 

Steve Blumner in memory of those relatives who died in the Holocaust on the 26th of Sivan: Chaya Sara bat Yehuda, 

Simcha Dovid ben Yitzhak, Chaim ben Simcha Dovid, Chune ben Simcha Dovid, Dov ben Simcha Dovid and Tzvi ben 

Simcha Dovid.   

Kathy and Arnie Flatow on Galila’s & Elie’s graduations from medical school and their upcoming residencies at             

Montefiore (Anesthesiolgy) and Jacobi (Shomer Shabbat residency in Internal Medicine) and on Sara’s graduation from 

Hofstra University with a Masters in Speech Language Pathology (2020). 

Sherri & Martin Ghodsi on the graduations of Cameron from NSHA Middle School and Olivia from NSHA HS. 

Didi & Adam Hutt on the graduations of Noah, Joshua and Kayla from NSHA HS. 

Erica & Eliot Heisler on Amanda Heisler’s graduation from Binghamton University School of Management, Magna Cum 

Laude. 

Tammy, Ben, Daniella, Matthew & Jordana on Adam Jampel graduating from Baruch College. 

Trudy Jettleson on the graduation of her grandson Benjamin Freedman with a BA in History from Yale University and 

granddaughter Emily Freedman with an MBA from Yale University. 

Lisa & Erran Kagan on the graduation of Jacob from NSHA Middle School. 

Louise & Leonard Kahn on the graduation of their granddaughter Tamara Kahn Hoffman from Stern College. 

Kalker Family on the graduation of Jordan Kalker from Yeshiva Har Torah. 

Tami & Gregg Kramer welcome everyone back to Shul. 

Celia & Jack Lemonik on the graduations of their granddaughters Elisheva Lemonik from NSHA Middle School and 

Ilana Lemonik from Yavneh Academy. 

Sharon Janovic on the graduation of Max Janovic from Univ. of Maryland with a degree in Finance. 

Cindy & Jeffrey Liebmann on Sam Liebmann being admitted to the New York State Bar. 

Hindi & Ben Lunzer on the graduation of Ariella Levy Dachoh from Hofstra/Northwell Medical School. 

Randa & Jeffrey Pittell on Polina’s graduation last year (2020) from NYU with a BA, Blake’s graduation from Penn 

Law (2021) with J.D., and Harlan graduating from Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Health (2021) with a PhD.  

Ruth & Milt Mitzner on the graduations of grandson Shmuel Mordechai Mitzner from Lander High School and             

granddaughter Margalit Gita Mitzner from Brandeis Univ. with a BS in Biology and being admitted to Phi Beta Kappa. 

Liz & Jared Ort on the graduation of Benny from NSHA Middle School. 

Janet & Fred Pomerantz on the graduation of Gabriel Pomerantz, MHA, Mailman Graduate School of Public Health, 

Columbia University, April 2021 and Ilana Pomerantz, PsyD, Ferkauf Graduate School of Clinical Psychology, Yeshiva 

University, Bronx, NY, June 2020, and has also passed in May 2021 the NYS License Examination in Psychology and will 

shortly complete her graduate fellowship in Clinical Psychology at Montefiore Hospital, Bronx, NY. 

Diane & David Rein on the graduation of their daughter Sophia from Ramaz HS and her acceptance to Columbia    

University. 

Michelle & Norman Rutta on Abby Rutta’s graduation from NSHA Middle School as valedictorian. 

Talia & Cary Reiss on the graduation of Isabella from North Middle School. 

Lauren & Seth Silberstein on the graduation of Lily from NSHA Lower School and they are happy to be back in Shul. 

Steinberg, Ginsburg and Shalmon Families on the graduations of Gabriella & Eliana Steinberg from the Yeshiva 

Univ. HS for Girls (Central) and Gabriella receiving the Central Community Service Award and in honor of the wedding 

of Tara Steinberg and Shimmy Feintuch taking place this Sunday. 

Sharon & Mark Twersky in honor of Dario Tavares who kept the building safe and open for us. 

Roz Wagner in honor of the graduations of Meira Wagner from Touro College and Simcha Wagner from Clark                          

University. 

Murray Weiss in honor of all his friends at GNS. 

Nate Weisel and Family in honor of Mordy graduating elementary school in 2020. 



 

GNS GRADUATION & CONGREGATION KIDDUSH 

https://www.gns.org/events/congregational-kiddush-2021/


 

CHESED COLLECTION & DEFENSIVE DRIVING 



 

SISTERHOOD EVENT 

https://www.gns.org/sisterhood-paint-night/
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MAZAL TOVS & COMMUNITY NEWS Rabbi Polakoff’s shabbos drasha through 5781                      

is dedicated in memory of DOVID BEN NISSAN v’LEAH                 

For other such opportunities please contact                          

Howard Wolf 516-643-3344 

IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE WHO IS MOVING INTO THE  
GREAT NECK AREA PLEASE LET THE OFFICE KNOW. 

HUNGER INITIATIVE 

During these difficult times, we are providing food for       

numerous families in our community and nearby areas. If 

you cook in  excess during the week, please freeze your  

extras, neatly wrap them and drop them off in the cooler on 

the porch at 91 Baker Hill road on Friday from 7am-1 pm. 

PLEASE DO NOT DROP PERISHABLE FOOD OFF DURING THE 

WEEK. Canned goods, cereal, any grocery items, fruit and 

vegetables are also appreciated. If you would like to                  

volunteer to make a deliveries and help collect food for 

these families, Please contact Cindy Hodkin at 516.317.9632 

or at koshercookinggn@gmail.com.  

GREAT NECK COMMUNITY CALENDAR                                                 

As you may know, we are fortunate to have a Great Neck             

Community Calendar where one can post their upcoming               

simcha or special event. It is suggested that when                                    

planning a simcha or event that you post it on the calendar 

in order to avoid unnecessary conflicts. To post your simcha, 

send your request to greatneckcalendar@gmail.com. If you 

post on the Community Calendar, do not assume that you 

are booked on the GNS calendar as well. You must reserve 

your date on the GNS calendar independently. 

Monday, 20 Sivan 

Rhonda Lipsky for Sylvia Olk 

Nathaniel Weisel for Gertrude Weisel 

Tuesday, 21 Sivan 

Evelyn Henis for Anita Greenberg 

Jack Gruber for Sam Gruber 

Ben Jampel for Judith Jampel 

Arthur Kirsch for Phyllis Kirsch 

Wednesday, 22 Sivan 

Eddy Barth for Mazal Barth 

Dov Berkowitz for Meilech Berkowitz 

Farangiss Sedaghtapour 

Louise Kahn for Samuel Tuch 

Thursday, 23 Sivan 

Alan Prawer for Genia Prawer 

Erein Justin for Moshe Tweg 

Friday, 24 Sivan 

Allegra Goldberg for Judith Messer  

Michael Singer for Jules Singer 

Saturday, 25 Sivan 

Jack Lipsky for David Lipsky 

Sunday, 26 Sivan 

Steven Blumner for Chaya Sara bat Yehuda 

Steven Blumner for Chaim ben Simcha Dovid 

Steven Blumner for Chune ben Simcha Dovid 

Steven Blumner for Tzvi ben Simcha Dovid 

Steven Blumner for Simcha Dovid ben Yitzhak 

Barry Maher for Javaher Maher-Afarin 

Monday, 27 Sivan 

Farzam Kashanian for Danial Kashanian 

Annie Mendelson for Annie Maultasch 

Gerald Traub for Mollie Traub 

Mazal Tov to Irene & Paul Marcus on the upcoming          

marriage of their son Raffi to Erica Herzberg of Cherry 

Hill.  

Mazal Tov to Rabbi Dale & Ellen Polakoff on the birth of 

a grandson, born to their children Eitan & Jessica           

Hoffman in Modi’in, Israel.  

KIDDUSH SPONSORSHIPS 

We encourage our members to continue thinking about 

sponsoring the safe and socially distant Kiddush at the 

conclusion of davening or the Kiddush Bags to go. Kiddush 

may be sponsored in honor of in memory of a loved one. 

Please email mtwersky@gns.org for more details.  

SISTERHOOD EVENTS & NEWS 

Join the Sisterhood for their first in-person event on         

Monday evening, June 14th at 7:45 pm for Paint Night 

with local artist Betty Cole. Register HERE.   

The Sisterhood is working on a new cookbook which we 

intend to gift to newly engaged couples, new members, 

and will also be for sale. We welcome all contributions. If 

there is some history involved in the recipe, we would love 

to have a small blurb or who the recipe came from            

included. For those of us that are visual cooks, if possible, 

please send us a photo of the finished product. We are 

planning on sections with specialty recipes, such as gluten 

free, sugar free, vegan, etc. Looking forward to all the    

delicious recipes from our great cooks. For information or 

submissions, contact Judy Lillien at syny@gmail.com or 

Cynthia Wiesenfeld at cwiesenfeld@verizon.net.  

Open to all Sisterhood Members, Canasta on Tuesday 

nights at 7 pm. Masks & Vaccination required. For more 

information, contact Cynthia at cwiesenfeld@verizon.net.  

CHAVERIM CENTER 

Chaverim Center is being rescheduled for our first in                

person event for Wednesday, June 16th. 

GNS GRADUATION & CONGREGATIONAL KIDDUSH 

Celebrate your simcha or honor the memory of a loved one 

at Great Neck Synagogue’s Graduation and Congregational 

Kiddush taking place this Shabbat, June 5th. Please click 

HERE to participate or email mtwersky@gns.org to provide 

information. Cost is $100 per family.  

GNS CHESED COLLECTION 

Throughout the months of June & July, please help us to 

collect and donate shoes, eyeglasses/sunglasses and cell 

phones to various important charities. Drop off items at 

either the Blumner or Ambalo home (address on flyer).  

ROSH HASHANAH SCOPE DEADLINE & SPONSORSHIP 

Please submit all SCOPE magazine articles, recipes,          

photos, ads, sponsorships and any other material by       

Monday, June 28th to Diane Rein at drein@verizon.net. 

Thank you very much to our SCOPE sponsors (we have 

about 80!) for their strong support by sponsoring 3 issues 

(Rosh Hashanah, Chanukah and Pesach) for a total cost of 

$100 for the year.  If you are currently a SCOPE sponsor, 

then your sponsorship will continue unless you contact the 

synagogue office to discontinue it. We strongly encourage 

others who are not currently SCOPE sponsors to have their 

names added. You can dedicate the sponsorship in honor 

or in memory of a loved one. Thank you so much! 

https://www.gns.org/sisterhood-paint-night/
https://www.gns.org/events/congregational-kiddush-2021/

